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Abstract: Vehicle manufacturers are under intense environmental regulatory pressure to 

lightweight their vehicle fleets by adopting new, lighter weight, high-strength materials in an 

effort to achieve critical efficiency gains while reducing vehicle weight. Lightweighting of the 

structural members, such as the front rail, crush tubes, B-pillars, etc., designed to absorb impact 

energy in the event of a crash, have to also confirm to regulatory crash requirements without 

compromising the performance of the vehicle desired by the consumer.  

In this study, a technology platform is developed to design an optimized front rail that maximizes 

crash energy absorption characteristics. The new design is coupled with material and process 

development to provide a component with superior energy absorption and strength 

characteristics that is also sustainable commercially. An extrudable front rail geometry and an 

aluminum alloy are optimized for maximum crash performance while providing weight 

reduction and ease of fabrication using a novel non-linear optimization scheme. Finite element 

analysis and crystal plasticity are employed in the numerical analyses. A new extrusion profile 

using an easily extrudable 6xxx aluminum alloy modified to meet the strength and energy 

absorption characteristics predicted by design optimization program is fabricated at a 

commercial scale to validate the numerical predictions. Mechanical tests, microstructural 

analysis and dynamic sled tests of the extruded material confirm that in the T6 temper condition, 

the new extruded tubes are able to match the energy absorption characteristics predicted by 

numerical models. Furthermore, it also meets all the requirements for implementation in 

vehicles.   
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